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Delamere Timber Asymmetric
Canopy
BXMW/DEL-ASYM
The Delamere Asymmetric can also accommodate side
panels to form a partially or fully enclosed outdoor area.
The Delamere Asymmetric Canopy offers a beautiful
natural finish along with a stylish curved Asymmetric roof
. The width, height and column spacing’s can all be
adapted to suit the existing surroundings. Corners and
bends can be easily accommodated using hip joints or
individual canopies which overlap.

Options:
Clear PETg UV or Structured Multiwall Roof
Cladding available
Opal or Clear Cladding to Roof and Side Panels
Side Panels in PETg UV, Multiwall, Glass,
Roller Shutters or PVC Roll up Blinds
Uprights can be solid leg or composite leg
Guttering & Downpipes: Aluminium or UPVC
Aluminium Profile Weather Resistant Barriers
Fixing: Fin Connection Submerged Base
Plates, or Wall Fix to building can also be
considered with front leg supports only
Finish: Glulam Beams or any other specified
timbers
LED lighting or solar lighting
Full installation service

Broxap Ltd., Rowhurst Industrial Estate, Chesterton, Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffordshire, ST5 6BD
All dimensions are in millimeters, weights in kilograms and capacities in litres, are approximate and do not form any part of the contract. All prices are guide prices only and
should be used for estimating purposes only. Broxap Limited reserve the right to change the design, specification or price of any item sold at any time.
All prices exclude VAT and delivery.
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Features:
Steel Fin Connection Baseplates
Softwood Timber
Multiwall Polycarbonate Roof Cladding
For a wide range of timber play equipment, planters and
fencing to match our Timber Canopies, visit our Hand
Made Places website.
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